Abstract. ebXML is becoming the new international standard for the specification and deployment of complex B2B transactions over the internet. ebXML transactions are inherently distributed, involving many actors exchanging XML messages with each other according to complex flows and rules. This complexity hampers validation of the correctness of a modelled business transaction by business experts. To alleviate this problem, we have developed an animator to support the cooperative validation of ebXML transactions by business experts. The animator is internet-based, supporting distributed animation of an ebXML transaction. The animator automatically checks business rules on the messages exchanged during animation. Heart of the animator is a workflow engine that can read workflow descriptions in XPDL. In this paper, we show how the animator is automatically configured from the UML models describing the ebXML transaction. The main UML models used are class diagrams to model messages and an activity diagram to model the global flow of the messages that are exchanged by the actors. Class diagrams are annotated with business rules. The UML activity diagram maps into XPDL code for the workflow engine. The class diagrams map into XML Schemas that are used by the animator for receiving, checking and sending messages. The mapping algorithms have been implemented as plugins in a commercial UML-based CASE tool. Throughout the paper, we illustrate the whole approach on a real-life example.
Introduction
The world of B2B commerce is changing today. For more than 25 years, EDI standards, like UN/EDIFACT or ANSI X12, have been the dominant ways of interchanging data between geographically dispersed business applications. These standards are based upon a set of messages (like, e.g. an Order message), define the syntax of each message and give some recommendations of use. There are several problems with these actual standards. The grammar describing the syntax is often complex and in some cases ambiguous. Rules that constrain the message content and usage are expressed in natural language with the possibility of misinterpretations. As a consequence, the cost of introducing new messages and modifying existing messages is high in terms of software applications to be changed: parsers and validators that check a complex syntax must be updated. This can be very costly, and is therefore only feasible for big companies, not for SME's. From a business perspective, the absence of precise rules also poses a problem as the validation of the content of a message can be subject to multiple interpretations, resulting in many exceptions that have to be manually handled. This poses a serious obstacle to the STP (straight-through-processing) principle which, at the Internet age, requires a complete automatic management of messages.
To overcome the problems described above, the international ebXML initiative [24] has been launched in 1999 by UN/CEFACT and OASIS, supported by several hundred participants. ebXML stands for 'Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language'. As a result of a first specification phase, ebXML has issued a number of recommendations regarding the future of B2B infrastructures. As the name already suggests, a major issue concerns the adoption of XML as standard language for messages. Besides the message syntax, ebXML has also considered the semantic aspects by recommending usage of a specific UML profile for specifying the message content as well as its business usage. Finally, ebXML has shifted from a message-oriented paradigm into a transaction-oriented paradigm through its associated UMM [11] methodology. This shift results in an end-to-end view of the business transaction where the purpose and the usage rules of each message can be make much more precise than with EDI.
To support the modelling and validation of new ebXML transactions, our research center has launched a project called Efficient (E-business Framework For an effIcient Capture and Implementation of ENd-to-end Transactions). The overall objective of Efficient is the development of an integrated tool set for supporting the modelling and validation of complex ebXML transactions. The tool set consists of an extension of a commercial UML-based CASE tool that supports the modelling of ebXML business transactions, and an animator tool that supports execution of the UML models. The animator allows business experts to cooperatively validate transactions models at the time they are built, before their implementation has started. Rather than simulation, we prefer to use the word 'animation' since the validation is done in an interactive way, each business expert playing the role of a business actor and participating in the execution of the transaction by receiving messages and sending answers. By doing this, business experts can validate the transaction by playing different possible scenarios that include different messages. Validating a specification by animating it has been proven a useful technique in different contexts [8] [9] [10] 22] . Note that these other approaches also use the term 'animation' instead of simulation. More details on the animator can be found in Section 3.
In our project, we use a three layered approach (see Fig. 1 ):
-The business layer gives a general overview of the business transactions. At this layer, the global structure of each business transaction is depicted with a UML use case diagram and a UML class diagram. The use case diagram specifies the global structure of the business process underlying the business transaction. The global class diagram specifies the information manipulated in the business process. In addition, business rules can be specified in structured English. At this layer, there is no concept of message.
-The specification layer details a message-based structure of a business transaction. This detailed specification is needed to support the B2B automation of business transactions. The business process of the business transaction is specified with a UML activity diagram. Each message is specified with a class diagram. The activity diagram refines the use case diagram at the business layer. Each class diagram is a particular view of the global class diagram at the business layer. The message can have attached a business rule defined at the business layer in order to constrain the message's content. -At the technical layer, the business transaction is executed using the animator. The infrastructure used at the technical layer is automatically configured from the models developed at the specification layer.
The goal of this paper is to explain how the animator is automatically configured by generating code from the UML specification models. UML activity diagrams are translated into XPDL [27] , the XML variant of the WFMC's process definition language. UML class diagrams, modelling the messages, are translated into W3C XML Schemas [25] . The code generation algorithms have been implemented as Java plugins in MagicDraw [17], a commercial UML-based CASE tool. Since MagicDraw is a state of the art CASE tool, we expect that the developed plugins can be easily transferred to other UML-based CASE tools. In another paper [6] , we have elaborated on the animator, but not upon its configuration from UML models.
As a running example, we consider Mercata, an online broker of standard products. (The example is adapted from an example of the MIT process handbook [15] .) We focus here on one particular business transaction of Mercata: a business client creates an order by submitting to Mercata his demand for certain products. After Mercata provided some technical information on the delivery (e.g. delay, cost), the client can pay in four different ways. Either he buys on credit or using a credit card; these payment means are checked by a credit company. Or the client uses a bank transfer or post mail; these payment means are checked by Mercata's accountant. In Sect. 2 we discuss the specification layer of this business transaction in more detail. In Sect. 4 and 5 we give examples of code generated from the specification models.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the models produced at the specification layer in more detail, including the business rules. Section 3 gives a general overview of the animator tool, which is based on a workflow engine. The remainder is about the automatic configuration of the animator from the specification models. Section 4 explains how to derive an XPDL model from a UML activity diagram. This XPDL model is the basis for the workflow engine execution. Section 5 explains how to derive a W3C XML Schema from a class diagram. From the W3C XML Schemas the web forms for manipulating messages are automatically generated. At run-time, the animator uses the schemas to check the structure of received message instances. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 winds up with conclusions and further work.
Specifying B2B Transactions
In this section we explain the models produced at the specification layer when modelling a business transaction (cf. Fig. 1 ).
Specifying Business Processes
At the specification layer, the business process of each business transaction is specified with a UML activity diagram. Figure 2 shows the activity diagram of our running example. The business partners involved in the transaction are modelled by swimlanes. Each business partner performs some activities, which are denoted by oval nodes. The input and output of these activities are typically messages (or business documents), which are denoted by rectangular nodes (object flow state nodes). Since messages do not have states, the corresponding object flow state nodes also do not have states. The structure of each message is specified with a class diagram; we show this in Sect. 5.
In ebXML, business process models have three levels. Swimlanes and object flow states only occur in the lowest level activity diagram, in which the behaviour of two parties that exchange business documents with each other is modelled. To make the specification more easy to comprehend, we decided to merge all these levels into one activity diagram. We can easily transform our activity diagrams into a layered ebXML model and vice versa, because we require that each object flow state has one input and one output activity, that belong to two different swimlanes.
The activity diagram specifies the global ordering of these activities and messages. The basic ordering construct is the arrow, which denotes sequence. If the source or target of an arrow is an object flow state node, the arrow is dotted. Otherwise, the arrow is solid. Next, there are some special ordering constructs. A diamond either denotes a XOR choice (one incoming arrow) or XOR merge (one outgoing arrow). Only one incoming arrow and one outgoing arrow of the decision node are taken at the same time. A bar either denotes an AND fork (one incoming arrow) or AND join (one outgoing arrow). All incoming and all outgoing arrows of the bar are taken at the same time. The black dot denotes the initial state and a bull's eye a final state. For more details on the syntax of activity diagrams, see the UML specifications [18, 20] .
Unlike UML 1.4, we do not require that activity diagrams are translatable into statecharts. Thus, we allow activity diagrams that do not have balanced forks and joins. However, to rule out differences in behaviour w.r.t. the XPDL execution of the WF engine, in Section 4 we introduce the constraints that each activity diagram is safe, i.e., each node cannot be active more than once at the same time, and that there is one final node. Moreover, to ensure compliancy with ebXML, we require that each object flow state has one input activity and one output activity, that belong to two different swimlanes.
Activity nodes and object flow state nodes are stereotyped. Stereotype < <Busi-nessDocument> > is used for messages. In the future, we plan to add other stereotypes to represent non-message objects. Stereotype < <CommunicationActivi-ty> > is used for activities that produce a single message as output. Stereotype < <HumanChoice> > is used for activities in which a user has to evaluate an input message, and stereotype < <BusinessActivity> >for other activities. A human choice activity has two or more possible response messages. For example, in Fig. 2 message credit ask is evaluated and there are two possible outcomes: message credit allowance and message no credit. A human choice activity is always modelled using a decision node as output node.
We do not use wait (statechart) nodes and events, including temporal events, because these constructs are not directly supported by MagicDraw and XPDL. In the future, we plan to add real-time constraints.
Specifying Business Messages
The structure of each message (< <BusinessDocument> > object flow state in activity diagram) is specified using a UML class diagram (static structure dia- The CASE tool we use, MagicDraw [17], supports reuse of class diagrams by allowing hiding of elements of some common diagram. This way, different views of the same common diagram can be created for each message. For example, the class diagram in Fig. 3 is defined as a view of the class diagram of the business domain. This way, we guarantee the traceability between the business domain model and the message's content model. During generation, our mapping algorithm skips the elements of the diagrams that are hidden.
To enable the generation of a W3C XML Schema from a class diagram, we impose some constraints on the class diagram. The tool we use for generating a web form from an XML schema, Chiba [4] , requires that schemas are hierarchical. To ensure that the generated schema is hierarchical, the class diagram must not contain loops. Consequently, only directed associations are allowed. Undirected associations are forbidden because they are navigable in both ways, and thus correspond to a loop between the two classes. Moreover, we only allow binary associations. However, we do allow association classes.
Specifying Business Rules
Class diagrams (messages) can have attached some business rules that constrain the content of the messages. Business rules are expressed in structured English. We did not choose OCL because of its poor readability for business experts. At run time, the rules are checked by xlinkit. xlinkit [16] is a tool that verifies consistency constraints that are defined on a set of XML documents, in this case XML messages. We are currently developing a tool that automatically transforms rules in structured English into xlinkit constraints. Figure 4 shows an example of a business rule for message credit ask. The xlinkit constraint has the following meaning. First, xlinkit finds the last credit ask message, represented by variable a, by comparing the reception times of all received credit ask messages. In theory, multiple instances of the same message Rule name: "Consistent payment information" Constraint in structured English: If the element payment means of document credit ask is credit card, then credit ask contains an element credit card and credit ask does not contain an element credit contract. xlinkit constraint: <forall var="a" in="//messagesReceived/Message[credit ask]"> <implies> <!--'Current' credit ask document --> <forall var="other a" in="//messagesReceived/Message[credit ask]"> <equal op1="$a/WorkflowData/receptionTime/text() > $other a/WorkflowData/receptionTime/text()" op2="true"/> </forall> <implies> <equal op1="$a/Order/payment means/text() eq "credit card" op2="true"/> <and> <exists var="e" in="$a/Order/credit card"> <equal op1="true" op2="true"> </exists> <not> <exists var="e" in="$a/Order/credit contract"> <equal op1="true" op2="true"> </exists> </not> </and> </implies> </implies> </forall> can be generated due to a loop. However, for the activity diagram in Fig. 2 there is at most one credit ask message. Operator / is a navigation operator on the XML tree, whereas [pred] selects those nodes of the XML tree satisfying pred. xlinkit returns diagnostic information in the form of consistent or inconsistent links after evaluating a constraint. To enable this, xlinkit has a special equal operator on XML elements. Next, for the last credit ask message, the xlinkit constraint states that if the payment means is credit card, then there exists a link to credit card but not to credit contract. Both credit card and credit contract are XML elements modelling the link between Order on the one hand and Credit Card and Credit Contract on the other hand.
To facilitate the prefilling of messages by the animator, we have introduced the concept of building rules. A building rule specifies which different message parts of the business transaction are the same. Building rules are automatically generated by our CASE tool plugin. For each message m in the activity diagram, the building rule generation algorithm looks at previous messages and generates building rules for model elements (classes, attributes, associations) that have the same name as model elements of m. As many rules as possible are generated. After the generation, the user can delete or modify the rules that are incorrect, and add new rules, before applying the XML Schema generation. The XML Schema generation algorithm translates these rules into annotations on the generated XML schema that are used by the animator to prefill messages (see Sect. 3). The generation algorithm also allows the translation of a rule into a corresponding xlinkit constraint; however, it is possible to skip this. At run-time, the animator checks the generated xlinkit constraints along with the ordinary business rules. If an xlinkit constraint is generated for some message fields, this means that during animation those prefilled fields are read only and cannot be changed.
The Animator Tool
The animator allows business experts to validate the models produced by interactively 'playing' with them. The animator is internet based, allowing business experts scattered over several places to cooperatively animate the specification through a simple web browser. Each of the experts is responsible for animating one or more of the actors involved in the transaction.
Heart of the animator is a workflow (WF) engine that has been developed before at our research center. The WF engine is based on the standard specifications of the WFMC. It runs on top of a commercial relational database system. The WF engine has been used in a number of projects at our research center.
In general, a WF engine coordinates the execution of automated business processes. In this case, it coordinates the execution of the business process modelled at the specification layer. The activities of the business process are executed by actors outside the workflow system (i.e. the business experts). In order to coordinate the business process, the WF engine needs to have a description of the process. Our WF engine reads process descriptions in XPDL format. XPDL [27] ('XML Process Definition Language') is a standard language developed by the Workflow Management Coalition (WFMC). The XPDL process description used during animation is derived automatically from the activity diagram at the specification layer; see Sect. 4. Figure 5 shows the overall architecture of the animator. The animator exchanges XML messages with clients using the SOAP protocol. The GUI used at the client machines is derived automatically from the XML Schemas generated from the UML class diagrams (see Sect. 5 for an example). The animator works as follows. First, the XMLMessageHandler module receives XML messages from a client through a SOAP server. The module first stores the XML message in an XML database, eXist [14] , and also stores some relevant information, i.e. the name of the recipient, initial sender and the reception time. This information is used in the subsequent checks. Next, XMLMessageHandler calls the WF engine using an API definition defined by the WFMC. Each message signals the end of some running activity: the XMLMessageHandler calls the WF engine to terminate this activity.
Next, the WF engine calls the XMLSchemaChecker module, which checks whether the message conforms to its defining W3C XML Schema. This XML Schema has been derived automatically from the class diagram of the message at the specification layer; see Sect. 5. In case of an error, an error message is generated and sent back to the initial sender, and the WF engine enables the sending activity again. Otherwise, the WF engine proceeds with the next activity. If the message is error free, the WF engine calls module XlinkitConstraintChecker. This module checks the business rules attached to the message, which are defined in the message class diagrams at the specification layer (see Sect. 2 for details). The constraints are checked by calling xlinkit [16] , a tool that verifies consistency constraints that are defined on a set of XML documents, in this case XML messages. The current message is always part of the set. If a constraint refers to other (previous) messages, xlinkit retrieves these messages from the XML database. If the verification fails, an error message with feedback is sent to the message sender and the WF engine enables the sending activity again.
Finally, the workflow engine calls module XMLMessageSender. This module first retrieves the message that the recipient of the validated input message could send in response, in the next activity of the business transaction. The module prefills as many fields of the response message as possible with information already known from previous messages. This feature is helpful if the next message should include a lot of information items already included in the current message. However, the recipient can overwrite a prefilled field. The prefilling is governed by building rules, which identify which parts of the current message equal parts of previously sent messages. Building rules are generated automatically from the UML diagrams; see Sect. 2.3. XMLMessageSender attaches the next, prefilled message to the current message, and forwards the current message to the SOAP server at the recipient site. For example, if message order arrives, XMLMessageSender finds out that the next activity will output message summary, and it will therefore attach a prefilled summary message to order. If the activity started next is a < <HumanChoice> > activity, more than one response message is possible. For example, if message credit ask arrives at the animator, 
Generating Code from Activity Diagrams
We generate code in two steps. First, we extend the activity diagram with some extra activities that do the message checks in the animator. Next, we generate from this extended activity diagram XPDL code that is input for the WF engine used by the animator.
Extending the Activity Diagram with Verification Support
During animation each message generated by a participant is sent to the recipient participants (corresponding to the recipient role) through the animator. Upon reception of a message, the animator first does a simple structural check of the message against its defining XML Schema, and then a checking of the xlinkit constraints. If one of these two checks fail, an error message, with feedback information, is sent to the original sender of the message. If the message checks succeed, the animator forwards the message to its designated recipients.
To allow the WF engine to automatically perform these activities, we extend the original activity diagram by inserting after every < <CommunicationActivity> > a compound subactivity, which decomposes into the activity diagram of Fig. 6 . All the activities in this activity diagram are XPDL automatic activities: the activities are automatically completed when the module called has finished. After the subactivity completes, there are two possible continuations. If the check fails the < <CommunicationActivity> > is enabled again. Otherwise, the process continues as specified in the original activity diagram. Note that this insertion is allowed because a < <CommunicationActivity> > only has one outgoing edge.
Note that the module XMLMessageHandler is not called in the activity diagram of Fig. 6 , i.e., XMLMessageHandler is not called by the WF engine, while the other modules are. Instead, XMLMessageHandler calls the WF engine (cf. Fig. 5 ). The reason for this is that the business activities, done by the business experts, are XPDL manual activities. The completion of XPDL manual activities is not done automatically by the WF engine, because no application has 
Mapping the Activity Diagram into XPDL
XPDL process models have a directed graph structure. A node represents the execution of some activity. Edges represent transitions between activities. Each XPDL activity node can have transition restrictions on the incoming and outgoing transitions. The restriction on the incoming transitions is called 'join', the restriction on the outgoing transitions is called 'split'. Restrictions can have type XOR or AND. A join restriction of type AND means that all incoming transitions must be taken before the activity is enabled. A join restriction of type XOR means that only one of the incoming transitions needs to be taken to enable the activity. Likewise, a XOR split means that one enabled outgoing transition is taken and an AND split means that all enabled outgoing transitions are taken. In order for a transition to be enabled, its condition must be true. Special activity nodes are the route activity nodes; these do not represent execution of activities but are merely used for routing the workflow instance to some other activity nodes. Non-route activity nodes may be implemented by a tool or a subflow; the tool or subflow is invoked when the activity node is entered. Finally, XPDL allows specification of resources that can execute the specified activities. Resource ROLE is generic for human persons, i.e. it specifies that any human can do the activity. Whereas resource SYSTEM denotes that the activity is executed by the system (computer) itself. The main translation rules are shown in Table 1 . (Due to space limitations, we cannot give full details.) Since both activity diagrams and XPDL have a graph structure, translating the control flow structure of activity diagrams into XPDL is straightforward. We just comment on the most interest-... <Activity Id="A14" Name="send credit ask"/> <Implementation><No/></Implementation> </Activity> <Activity Id="A14 check" Name="send credit ask check"> <Implementation> <SubFlow Id=" checker"> <ActualParameters> <ActualParameter>check ok<ActualParameter> </ActualParameters> </SubFlow> </Implementation> <TransitionRestrictions> <TransitionRestriction> <Split Type="XOR"> <TransitionRefs><TransitionRef Id="T12-1"/><TransitionRef Id="T12-2"/></TransitionRefs> </Split> </TransitionRestriction> </TransitionRestrictions> </Activity> <Activity Id="A15" Name="credit ask"><Route/></Activity> ... <Transition Id="T12" From="A14" To="A14 check"/> <Transition Id="T12-1" From="A14 check" To="A14"> <Condition>NOT check ok</Condition> </Transition> <Transition Id="T12-2" From="A14 check" To="A15"> <Condition>check ok</Condition> </Transition> ... Fig. 7 . Some parts of the generated XPDL code for the extended activity diagram of the "create order" transaction ing features of the translation. The activities done by the users (business experts), so with stereotypes < <CommunicationActivity> >, < <BusinessActivity> > and < <HumanChoice> >, are manual. This means that the completion of these activities must be explicitly signalled to the WF engine by calling some method on the WF engine's API. This is done by module XMLMessageHandler. By contrast, an activity done by the animator is automatic: the WF engine waits for its completion and then automatically proceeds with the next activity. Note that object flow state nodes are not translated into datatypes, because the XML data is not stored by the WF engine. The animator modules shield the WF engine from the XML data. The XML data is stored in an XML database. Figure 7 shows parts of the generated XPDL code for the extended activity diagram of the "create order" transaction. The code for activity send credit ask Unfortunately, since neither UML activity diagrams nor XPDL come with a formal execution semantics, it is impossible to validate the correctness of our translation. However, two constructs of XPDL, as interpreted by our WF engine, differ clearly from the informal execution semantics of UML activity diagrams [18, 20] . The first construct is the XOR merge. To explain the difference, suppose that in the activity diagram in Fig. 8 activities A and B are active and that A terminates. Then our WF engine will not only start C but also terminate B. However, according to UML 2.0, an instance of C is started while B continues executing. When B terminates, another instance of C is started. The work on workflow patterns [1] discusses other possible interpretations of the XOR merge. To rule out these differences, we impose the constraint that activity diagrams are safe. For safe activity diagrams, each XOR merge has at most one incoming branch at execution time, and all the different interpretations coincide.
The second construct is the final node. The WF engine supports two different workflow termination modes. A XOR termination mode means that if a final node is reached, the complete workflow stops. (A similar construct appears in UML 2.0 [20] .) An AND termination mode means that the workflow stops as soon as all final nodes have been reached. But UML activity diagrams support implicit termination: the workflow is considered terminated if only final nodes are active, but not every final node has to be active. To resolve this difference, we impose the constraint that each activity diagram has one final node.
Generating Code from Class Diagrams
In this section we show how business messages, whose structure is defined by UML class diagrams, are mapped into W3C XML Schemas. The XML schema of a message defines the XML syntax of that message. To define the mapping rules between a class diagram and a W3C XML Schema, previous works on mapping class diagrams to DTD's were taken into account, in particular the design rules of SwiftML [23] and XMI [19] . We have chosen the W3C XML Schema language [25] instead of the DTD language because XML Schema is more expressive, and also because it is intended to describe object-oriented models, and is therefore closer to UML class diagrams than the DTD language.
Due to space limitations, we can only give a sketch of the mapping algorithm. We illustrate parts of the algorithm on the credit ask message from the Mercata case study, whose class diagram is shown in Fig. 3 . First, the algorithm retrieves the root class of the diagram, and creates an element declaration with the same <xsd:element name="credit ask"> <xsd:complexType> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="role Order" type="Order"/> </xsd:sequence> </xsd:complexType> </xsd:element> ... <xsd:complexType name="Order"> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:element name="ask reference" type="xsd:integer"/> <xsd:element name="payment means" type="Payment Means Def"/> <xsd:element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="role Credit Card" type="Credit Card"/> <xsd:element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="effective delivery"> <xsd:complexType> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:element name="effective implication" type="Delivery Cost"/> <xsd:element name="role Delivery Mode" type="Delivery Mode"/> </xsd:sequence> </xsd:complexType> </xsd:element> <xsd:element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="credit contract" type="Credit Contract"/> </xsd:sequence> </xsd:complexType> ... name at the top layer of the document. This element declaration contains a complex type that is generated in the same way as for the other classes (see below). Figure 9 shows the XML code for the root of message credit ask.
Next, each class C of the diagram is mapped into an XML Schema complex type definition with the same name, at the top layer of the document (in the schema declaration). The complex type comprises a sequence of element declarations. These element declarations correspond to the attributes and outgoing associations of class C. Each attribute and outgoing association of the class maps into an XML Schema element as follows.
Every attribute name : type of class C maps into element declaration with the same name and a similar type. (The mapping from basic UML data types to basic XML Schema datatypes is straightforward.) Multiplicity constraints on the attribute translate into minoccurs/maxoccurs constraints on the element. The father of the element is the sequence of the complex type to which class C is mapped. We do not map an attribute into an XML attribute declaration, because our attributes can have class types, i.e., complex types, whereas XML attributes cannot have complex types. The mapping is illustrated by the XML code generated for class Order in Fig. 9 .
An association a from class C to D that has no association class maps into an element declaration. The element's name is the role name of D in a. The element's type is the complex type to which class D is mapped. Multiplicity constraints on D's association end translate into minoccurs/maxoccurs constraints on the element. The father of the element is the sequence of the complex type to which class C is mapped. This implements the navigation from C to D via a. The XLM code for classes credit ask and Order in Fig. 9 illustrates this mapping.
An association a from class C to D with association class A maps into an element declaration, whose name is the name of the association, and whose type is a complex type. Multiplicity constraints on D's association end are translated into minoccurs/maxoccurs constraints on the element. The complex type of the element is a sequence containing an element declaration for the association class C and for the role end at D. The element's name is the role name of D in a. The element's type is the complex type to which class D is mapped. Multiplicity constraints on D's association end are translated into minoccurs/maxoccurs constraints on the element. The father of the element is the sequence of the complex type to which class C is mapped. This mapping ensures that each association instance (link) has its own distinct association object. The mapping is illustrated by the XML code for class Order in Fig. 9 . This class has an outgoing association effective delivery with a corresponding association class. Type Payment Means Def is a class defined elsewhere.
Single inheritance is supported by using XML extension definitions in the XML Schema code of the child class. Multiple inheritance is not supported by W3 XML Schema. Enumerations are mapped into XML Schema enumerations. xlinkit constraints on classes are mapped into annotations on the XML Schema document, using appinfo definitions that contain the text of the constraint. Our mapping supports more complex constructs on UML class diagrams, like aggregation, and composition, but we do not show these here due to space limitations.
From the obtained XML Schema, an XML based web form (based on XForms [26]) is generated by using Chiba [4] . Figure 10 shows the web form for message credit ask, which is generated from the XML Schema that is partly shown in Fig. 9 . During animation, the business experts use such web forms to send messages to each other via the animator.
Related Work
The concept of animating a specification is not new; several researchers have studied it, see e.g. [8] [9] [10] 22] , and some commercial CASE tools support animation of UML designs, e.g. Rhapsody by I-Logix [12] and Rose RT by Rational [21] . In contrast to our approach, most animation approaches, e.g. [8, 9, 22] , including all commercial CASE tools, offer non-distributed, centralised animation facilities and are not internet based. Consequently, only a single actor is needed to animate the specification. In our approach, multiple actors can collab- orate to cooperatively animate a business transaction. A notable exception to these animation approaches is the work by Heymans and Dubois [10] , in which a distributed internet-based animator is presented that allows different actors to cooperatively animate a specification. However, that animator requires a human scheduler for coordinating the behaviour of the different actors, whereas our approach uses a workflow engine for this. Hence, we have automatic coordination whereas Heymans and Dubois have manual coordination. Another difference of our approach compared to the approaches mentioned above is that our animator is based on open XML-based standards and related technologies, and does not use a proprietary language.
The mapping from UML class diagrams to W3C XML Schemas is based on existing proposed mappings from UML class diagrams to DTD's, in particular swiftML [23] and XMI [19] . Independently Carlson [3] defined a mapping similar to ours. Our mapping ensures traceability from an XML schema to its defining UML class diagram.
As far as we know, there is no related work on the mapping of UML activity diagrams to XPDL or WPDL. Bastos and Ruiz [2] consider the reverse mapping, visualising WFMC-based workflow models with UML activity diagrams by introducing some annotations on activity diagrams. Next, there are approaches, e.g. [5, 13] , that use UML diagrams for modelling processes and that, in a fully automated way, derive from these process descriptions the input for some specific process support tools. Difference with our work is that these process support tools have a proprietary interface that is not based on XPDL. Casati et al. present a methodology for developing workflow applications, using UML activity diagrams as workflow modelling language. Among others, they discuss issues in mapping activity diagrams to workflow implementation languages, but they do not provide an actual mapping, nor do they consider XPDL or WPDL.
An important feature of both our mappings is that they require but few stereotypes, thus alleviating the work of the ebXML designer. Stereotypes are not needed that much because we use some specific domain knowledge (for example, for the animator communication activities are always manual). The price paid is that the mappings are not as flexible as they could be. However, it is not our purpose to define flexible mappings, but to use the mappings to automatically configure the animator.
Conclusion and Further Work
We have introduced a tool set that supports the development and validation of B2B transactions. The tool set consists of an extension of a CASE tool and an animator. The animator is automatically configured from the models specified in the CASE tool, thus enabling a fast animation. Moreover, the animator architecture is internet based, allowing business experts scattered over different places to cooperatively animate distributed business transactions using a simple web browser. Business rules defined in the UML models are checked automatically by the animator. The animator is tightly integrated with state of the art XML technology, showing the feasibility of our approach for ebXML. In the near future, we plan to validate the animator on some more examples, taken from industry.
Currently, we are developing a tool that automatically transforms business rules expressed in structured English into xlinkit constraints. We are also developing an algorithm to automatically transform a flat activity diagram into a layered ebXML activity diagram. In the near future, we plan to extend activity diagrams with the specification of real-time constraints, e.g. timeouts. At the tool level, we plan to interface the CASE tool with a model checker, building upon previous work [7] . This would allow an exhaustive verification of the dynamic behaviour of the business transaction. Error traces returned by the model checker can serve as input for the animator. Another topic of future work concerns the management of played scenario's, in particular to determine the coverage of a given set of scenario's, in order to find missing scenario's.
